[Suppression of the "fast" IPSP when superimposed on the "slow" IPSP as a possible cause of priming in the mouse hippocampus].
Extra- and intracellular responses of the mouse hippocampus were recorded at CA1 region after stimulation of two independent inputs from the Schaffer collateral/commissural fibres: conditioning or priming input (C1) and testing or primed one (C2). Duration and amplitude of primed field potentials (FP) and excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSP) as well as amplitudes of early (IPSPa) and late (IPSPb) components of inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSP) were measured with variation of C1-C2 intervals from 0 to 1 s. An increase in the FP duration as well as EPSP duration and amplitude and suppression of the IPSP amplitude occurred after conditioning with intervals of 50-500 ms, maximal effect was at 200 ms ("priming" effect). These changes correlated with the amplitude of priming IPSPb. The most prominent effect was observed in cells with hyperpolarizing IPSPa. It is assumed that primed FP and EPSP increase due to suppression of the primed IPSPa, when it is superimposed on the priming IPSPb.